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»The European Union upholds media freedom and pluralism as pillars of 

modern democracy and enablers of free and open debate.« This is what we can 

read on the European Commission's website under the title Shaping Europe’s 

digital future. And then a little further: »The European Union's commitment to 

respect media freedom and pluralism and to uphold freedom of expression — 

which includes the right to receive and impart information without interference 

by public authority — are enshrined in Article 11 of the EU's Charter of 

Fundamental Rights.« 

There are two questions opened here. Firstly, of media freedom, which 

essentially means a capability to impart information without interference by 

public authority. This actually means an independence from political and 

corporate influence. And secondly, of pluralism, which means a diversity of 

views in media landscape that can confront and compete equally.  

Well, do we have a media freedom in Slovenia? It the context of political 

influence on media we more or less have it, as politicians cannot directly 

influence on media coverage, which is especially true for a center-right coalition 

government that is in power at the moment. But do we have it in the context of 

corporate influence? In my opinion, there is much less of it. 

And then, the question of pluralization. Do we have equal opportunities for a 

meeting of different ideas, of worldviews in the Slovenian media landscape? By 

no means. My and not only mine opinion is, that Slovenian media landscape is 

predominantly and considerably left leaning. 

This is something that most of my colleagues, even those present in this room, 

would not be heard speaking of. Scientific research on this issue, that do not 

come from state-funded  Faculty of Social Sciences, where, by the way, I 

graduated, is not taken into account seriously or is even discredited. But yet, 

there are positions of external observers that confirm my point and that are often 

overheard. 

Let me state two such cases. Firstly, an estimate of a former US ambassador in 

Slovenia Johnny Young from a dispatch, which was disclosed by WikiLeaks. 

Young concludes that the informational environment in Slovenia is open and 

nearly without censorship, while the media critically and ruthlessly deal with 



any attempt of influence on their coverage, even though they often lack press 

standards and professionalism, as they clearly mix up facts with their own 

beliefs. 

In his opinion, the media show strong left leaning as well, as there is no right-

oriented daily newspaper present. This “social democratic” manner is typical for 

Slovenian academic and NGO sector, concludes former ambassador Young. 

And then one of Young's successors, Joseph Mussomeli said a few years ago: 

“Slovenian media are like Fox News for leftists.” And further: “The problem are 

owners of these media and their political and ideological agenda, as they do not 

prioritize the coverage of facts, but the propaganda of their own ideology – on 

the left and on the right as well.” 

I will illustrate this with a survey that was made by Domovina two years ago. 

We investigated journalists, who became politicians in the last twenty years, and 

found out that 91 % of these career-changes happened between mainstream 

media and left-wing or center-left parties. Some of the most obvious examples 

in recent years were the leaders of the opposition parties, Tanja Fajon from 

Social democrats and Marjan Šarec from a party, which is a member of the 

Renew group. They were both once employed by RTV Slovenija. The national 

television was also workplace of Violeta Tomić, the former Spitzenkandidatin of 

European Left, while the biggest commercial television, POP TV, formerly 

hired Irena Joveva, MEP for Renew Group. 

So is there any direct influence on the national radio-television from politics? 

Without doubt, it seeks one. And we should not forget that left-wing politics was 

in power for most of the time in the last 30 years, with 45 years of communism 

for foundation, when journalists were officially “socio-political workers, 

consciously subjected to ideas of Marxism and Leninism” as we could read in 

Code of journalists of Yugoslavia from 1982. 

It would be wrong to say that things have not gone in a direction of journalism 

that is independent from politics. But not enough that it would not be entirely 

acceptable and normal that one of the most prominent communist politicians, 

Janez Kocijančič, could not lead the Programme Council of RTV Slovenija for 

as much as 8 years after his retirement from the politics. Before that, he was also 

president of Social democrats, formal successor of Communist party of 

Slovenia.  



But this is not the only example, where the presidents of the Programme Council 

of the public media were people, that are connected to a party, that is now called 

Social Democrats, that is member of  the group of Socialists and Democrats in 

the European parliament and that is presided by Tanja Fajon. In 2010, for 

instance, the president of the Council became Jernej Pikalo, now vice president 

of Social Democrats and former minister for education in two left-wing 

governments. And there are several other examples. 

In order to understand the possibilities of a potential political influence on RTV 

Slovenija it is worth listening to words of an esteemed lawyer of left and liberal 

provenience, who is a sharp critique of the current center-right government, 

Nataša Pirc Musar. She was the director general of RTV for a short period of 

time a few years ago, but later her election was invalidated and then another 

candidate was elected. The dispute process in court lasted for years and ended 

with a settlement. And in April this year Pirc Musar reviewed her experience for 

a newspaper Delo: “Something else is more important than my story. RTV 

Slovenija was under the influence of Social Democrats, and this is still evident. 

Mr. Lenart Šetinc walked around its corridors like a ghost and directed the 

editorial policy. It was not Slovenian Democratic Party that knocked me down, 

but Social Democrats. High representatives of this party found out that Nataša 

Pirc Musar does not listen and that she must be knocked down. And they did it.” 

The present director general of RTV Slovenija, for whom a distinguished media 

expert dr. Marko Milosavljevič on an exchange of views, organized by 

European Parliament’s Democracy, Rule of Law and Fundamental Rights 

Monitoring Group (DRFMG) wrongly said, that he came to office after the 

replacement of the former president, but in fact the term of the president ended, 

was appointed into the supervisory board of RTV Slovenija six years ago, in the 

time of center-left government, led by Miro Cerar. Slovenian Democratic Party, 

which is the largest coalition party at the moment, then protested that the 

appointment is against the law. So it would be hard to say that he is a designee 

of this party, although it is true, that the leading party at the time, the Modern 

Centre Party, which is a member of the Renew group, is one of coalition 

partners in the government of Janez Janša now. 

The circumstances are not essentially different, when we talk about a potential 

influence on the second public service, the Slovenian Press Agency. The dispute 

between the director of The Government Communication Office and the 

outgoing director of the Slovenian Press Agency, which even caused that the 



Slovenian Press Agency did not get any payout for its public service in this year, 

originates in a grave personal conflict from a decade ago, when a new left-wing 

authority changed the former leadership of the Slovenian Press Agency with the 

present one. People cannot speak normally to each other because of old grudges 

and since no one is ready to give an inch, this has led to a deadlock. After the 

resignation of the director of the Slovenian Press Agency we can hope that the 

problem could be finally solved. 

To sum up, a few days of monitoring of Slovenian media is enough to find out, 

that the present center-right coalition, led by Janez Janša, have no influence on 

their work, including RTV Slovenija and the Slovenian Press Agency. And that 

there is no situation on the horizon that could change that. Although we cannot 

excuse an inappropriate communication by the government politicians on 

Twitter, we can say that this is only an expression of powerlessness and 

frustration because of extreme criticism that is inflicted on the center-right, 

every time it comes to power. Especially in comparison with the way the very 

same media treat the center-left governments. 

Therefore now, and especially in most periods, when there is left government on 

power, the crucial question is not so much about media freedom, but about the 

pluralization of Slovenian media landscape. The imbalance of opinions and 

worldviews in Slovenian media landscape is like an elephant in the room and 

almost everyone pretends he does not see it. 
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